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Abstract—We introduce a formal framework for specifying, de-
tecting, and generating spatial patterns in reaction diffusion net-
works. Our approach is based on a novel spatial superposition
logic, whose semantics is defined over the quad-tree representation
of a partitioned image. We demonstrate how to use rule-based clas-
sifiers to efficiently learn spatial superposition logic formulas for
several types of patterns from positive and negative examples. We
implement pattern detection as a model-checking algorithm and
we show that it achieves very good results on test data sets which
are different from the training sets. We provide a quantitative se-
mantics for our logic and we develop computational framework
where our quantitative model-checking algorithm works in syn-
ergy with a particle swarm optimization technique to synthesize
the parameters leading to the formation of desired patterns in re-
action diffusion networks.

Index Terms—Formal verification and synthesis, pattern recog-
nition and formation, reaction diffusion networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

S PATIAL pattern formation is central to the understanding of
how complex organisms develop and how self-organization

arises out of locally interacting dynamical systems. Examples
of spatial patterns are ubiquitous in nature: from the stripes of
a zebra and the spots on a leopard to the filaments (Anabaena)
[1], squares (Thiopedia rosea), and vortex (Paenibacillus) [2]
formed by single-cell organisms.

Pattern formation is not only at the very origin of morpho-
genesis and developmental biology, but it is also at the core
of technologies, such as self-assembly, tissue engineering, and
amorphous computing. Even though the study of spatial patterns
has kindled the interest of several communities, such as biology,
computer science, and physics, the mechanisms responsible for
their formation are not yet well understood.
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Pattern recognition is usually considered as a branch of ma-
chine learning [3] where patterns have a statistical characteriza-
tion [4] or they are described through a structural relationship
among their features [5]. Even though pattern recognition has
been successful in several application areas [6], it still lacks
of a formal foundation and a suitable high-level specification
language that can be used to specify patterns in a concise and
intuitive way and to reason about them in a systematic way.

In particular, we are interested in the following questions. Can
patterns be specified in a formal language with well-defined syn-
tax and semantics? Can we develop algorithms for pattern detec-
tion from specifications given in such a language? Given a large
collection of locally interacting agents, can we design parameter
synthesis rules, control and interaction strategies guaranteeing
the emergence of global patterns? In this paper, our goal is to
provide some preliminary answers to such questions by draw-
ing inspiration from the field of computer aided verification and
model checking [7], [8].

We address the following problem: Given a network of locally
interacting dynamical systems, and given sets of positive and
negative examples of a desired pattern, find parameter values
that guarantee the occurrence of the pattern in the network at
steady state. Our approach leverages on a novel spatial super-
position logic, called tree spatial superposition logic (TSSL),
whose semantics are defined over quad trees of partitioned im-
ages. In our setting, a pattern descriptor is a TSSL formula and
detecting the existence of a pattern in an image is a model-
checking problem. We can either manually specify the pattern
using the TSSL syntax or we can employ machine-learning tech-
niques using rule-based classifiers to infer such a formula from
given sets of positive and negative examples. We also develop a
computational framework where our model-checking algorithm
works in synergy with a particle swarm optimization technique
to synthesize the parameters leading to patterns of interest in
reaction diffusion systems.

The optimization fitness function is given by a measure of sat-
isfaction induced by the quantitative semantics that we define
for the logic. The positive and negative signs of this measure are
sound w.r.t. the satisfaction or violation of the formula, while
the absolute value represents “how far” an image is from a
desired pattern. We provide examples demonstrating that TSSL
formulas can encode, for some commonly encountered patterns,
very good classifiers. Furthermore, we compared TSSL formu-
las with traditional linear classifiers, and in all of the examples,
the classification rate of the TSSL formula was the highest (more
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than 95%). In the examples, we focus on the Turing reaction dif-
fusion network [9], and show that pattern-producing parameters
can be automatically generated with our method. However, the
overall computational approach can, in principle, be applied to
any network of locally interacting systems.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
discuss related work. In Section III, we formulate the problem
and outline our approach. We define the syntax and semantics
of TSSL in Section IV. A machine-learning technique to learn
TSSL formulas from positive and negative examples of desired
patterns is developed in Section V. The solution to the pattern
generation problem is presented in Section VI as a supervised,
iterative procedure that integrates quantitative model checking
and optimization. We conclude with final remarks and directions
for future work in Section IX.

II. RELATED WORK

Pattern recognition is a well-established technique in machine
learning. Given a data set and a set of classes, the goal is to assign
each data to one class, or to provide a “most likely” matching of
the data to the classes. The two main steps in pattern recognition
are: 1) to extract distinctive features [10]–[13] with relevant
information from a set of input data representing the pattern
of interest and 2) to build, using one of the several available
machine-learning techniques [14], an accurate classifier trained
with the extracted features. The descriptor chosen in the feature
extraction phase depends on the application domain and the
specific problem.

This work is related to pattern recognition in computer vi-
sion, where these descriptors may assume different forms. Fea-
ture descriptors, such as textons [10] and histograms of oriented
gradients (HoG) [11], are concerned with statistical informa-
tion of color distributions of intensity gradients and edge direc-
tions. The scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT), proposed
by Lowe in [13], is based on the appearance of an object at
particular interest points, and is invariant to image scale and
rotation. The shape context [12] is another feature descriptor
intended to describe the shape of an object by the points of its
contours and the surrounding context.

In this paper, we establish a connection between verification
and pattern recognition. Both classical verification [15]–[19]
and pattern recognition techniques aim to verify (and possibly
quantify) the emergence of a behavioral pattern. We propose
logic formulas as pattern descriptors and verification techniques
as pattern classifiers. The logical nature of such descriptors al-
lows to reason about patterns and to infer interesting properties,
such as spatial periodicity and self-similar (fractal) texture. Fur-
thermore, combining different pattern descriptors using modal
and logical operators is quite intuitive.

This paper is inspired by the original work on morphogenesis
by Turing [9], and is closely related to [20]. In the latter refer-
ence, the authors introduced a linear spatial superposition logic
(LSSL), whose formulas were interpreted over quad-tree image
partitions. The existence of a pattern in an image corresponded
to the existence of a path in the corresponding tree from the root
to the leaf corresponding to a representative point in the image.
As a consequence, the method was shown to work for spirals,

for which the center was chosen as the representative point. The
logic proposed here is more general as it does not depend on
the choice of such a point and captures the pattern “globally”.
For example, the patterns considered in this paper cannot be
expressed in LSSL, because they rely on a tree representation
rather than a path representation.

As opposed to [20], we also define a quantitative semantics
for the logic, which can be seen as a “distance” to satisfac-
tion given an image and a formula. We use this distance as a
fitness function in an optimization problem to search for pattern-
producing parameters in a system. This quantitative semantics
and the discounted model checking on a computational tree are
inspired from [21], with the notable difference that we do not
need a metric distance, but rather a measure of satisfiability.
Such measures have also been used in [15]–[19]. While such
measures exist for classical classifiers such as support vector
machines (SVM) [3], Fisher linear discriminants (FLD) [3],
and Kozinec’s hyperplane [22]in the form of the distance from
an image to the classifying hyperplane in the feature space,
we show (through numerical experiments) that the measure in-
duced by the quantitative semantics of TSSL is better suited for
optimization algorithms.

This paper is also related to the vast literature on consensus
protocols (see [23]–[25]). As in these works, here we consider
a network of locally interacting dynamical systems, and we
are interested in achieving a desired, emergent global behavior.
However, as opposed to most works in this area, the global be-
havior we consider is a spatially distributed pattern, rather than
an agreement on some quantity. Moreover, rather than showing
that some global behavior emerges from given local interactions,
we design a top-down approach in which we prescribe the global
behavior and then synthesize the local dynamics achieving it.

Part of the material from this paper appeared in the Proceed-
ings of the IEEE Conference on Decision and Control (CDC)
2014 [26], where most of the theoretical results were presented
without proofs. In addition to the technical details, this paper
includes:

1) a notion of max distance between two quad transition
systems (see Definition 9) in Section IV;

2) a theorem on the correctness of the TSSL qualitative se-
mantics w.r.t. the quantitative semantics given two quad
transition systems with a given max distance (Theorem 2)
in Section IV;

3) a comparison of the classification and quantification ca-
pabilities offered using TSSL w.r.t. the traditional linear
classifiers in Section VII;

4) a new version of TSSL with basic propositions expressing
constraints over higher statistical moments and an exam-
ple on the improved effectiveness for pattern synthesis in
Section VIII.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Notation: We use R, R+ , N, and N+ to denote the set of
real numbers, non-negative reals, integer numbers, and non-
negative integers, respectively. For any c ∈ R and set S ⊆ R,
S>c := {x ∈ S | x > c}, and for any a, b ∈ R, S[a,b] := {x ∈
S | a ≤ x ≤ b}.
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A reaction diffusion network S is modeled as a spatially
distributed and locally interacting K × K rectangular grid of
identical systems, where each location (i, j) ∈ N[1,K ] × N[1,K ]
corresponds to a system

Si,j :
dx

(n)
i,j

dt
= Dn (u(n)

i,j −x
(n)
i,j ) + fn (xi,j ,R), n = 1, . . . , N,

(1)
where xi,j = [x(1)

i,j , . . . , x
(N )
i,j ] is the N -dimensional state vector

of system Si,j , which captures the concentrations of all species
of interest. Diffusion coefficients D = [D1 , . . . , DN ] ∈ RN

+
and reaction constants R ∈ RP − N are the parameters of a
system S. The local dynamics fn : RN

+ × RP − N → R are
defined by R for each of the species n = 1, . . . , N . Note
that the parameters and dynamics are the same for all sys-
tems Si,j , (i, j) ∈ N[1,K ] × N[1,K ] . The diffusion coefficient is
strictly positive for diffusible species and it is 0 for nondiffusible
species. Finally ui,j = [u(1)

i,j , . . . , u
(N )
i,j ] is the input of system

Si,j from the neighboring systems

u
(n)
i,j =

1
|νi,j |

∑

v∈νi , j

x(n)
v ,

νi,j denotes the set of indices of systems adjacent to Si,j .
Given a parameter vector p = [D,R] ∈ RP , we use S(p) to

denote an instantiation of a reaction diffusion network. We use
x(t) ∈ RK×K×N

+ to denote the state of systemS(p) at time t, and

xi,j (t) ∈ RN
+ to denote the state of system S

(p)
i,j at time t. While

the model captures the dynamics of concentrations of all species
of interest, we assume that a subset {n1 , . . . , no} ⊆ {1, . . . , N}
of the species is observable through

H : RK×K×N
+ → RK×K×o

[0,b] : y = H(x),

for some b ∈ R+ . For example, a subset of the genes in a gene
network is tagged with fluorescent reporters. The relative con-
centrations of the corresponding proteins can be inferred by
using fluorescence microscopy.

We are interested in analyzing the observations generated by
system (1) in steady state. Therefore, we focus on parameters
that generate steady-state behavior, which can be easily checked
through a running average

K∑

i=1

K∑

j=1

N∑

n=1

| x
(n)
i,j (t) − x

(n)
i,j |< ε, (2)

where x
(n)
i,j =

∫ t

t−T x
(n)
i,j (τ)dτ/T for a sufficiently large T ≤ t.

The system is said to be in steady state at time t̄, if (2) holds
for all t ≥ t̄. In the rest of this paper, we will simply call the
observation of a trajectory at steady state as the observation of
the trajectory, and denote it as H(x(t̄)).

Example 1: We consider a 32 × 32 reaction diffusion net-
work with two species (i.e., K = 32, N = 2)

dx
(1)
i,j

dt
= D1

(
u

(1)
i,j − x

(1)
i,j

)
+ R1x

(1)
i,j x

(2)
i,j − x

(1)
i,j + R2 ,

dx
(2)
i,j

dt
= D2

(
u

(2)
i,j − x

(2)
i,j

)
+ R3x

(1)
i,j x

(2)
i,j + R4 . (3)

Fig. 1. Observations generated by system (3) with parameters R and a) D1 ;
b) D2 ; and c) D3 from Example 1 (the concentration of species 1 is represented
with shades of red). The steady-state observations produce: 1) large spots (LS);
2) fine patches (FP); and 3) small spots (SS).

The system is inspired from Turing’s reaction diffusion system,
which is presented in [27] as a model of the skin pigments of an
animal. At a cell (location (i, j)), the concentration of species 1
x

(1)
i,j depends on the concentration of species 1 in this cell and

in its neighbors (if D1 > 0), and the concentration of species
2 in this cell only, that is, x

(2)
i,j . Similarly, x

(2)
i,j depends on the

concentration of species 2 in this cell and in its neighbors (if
D2 > 0), and x

(1)
i,j (if R3 �= 0). We assume that species 1 is

observable through the mapping H : R32×32×2
+ → R32×32

[0,1]

y = H(x), where yi,j =
x(1)

i,j

maxm,n x(1)
m,n

.

We simulate the system from random initial conditions with pa-
rameters R = [1,−12,−1, 16] , and different diffusion parame-
ters D1 = [5.6, 24.5], D2 = [0.2, 20], and D3 = [1.4, 5.3]. The
observed concentrations of species 1 at different time points are
shown in Fig. 1. At time t = 50, all trajectories are in steady
state. Note that, in all three cases, the spatial distribution of the
steady-state concentrations of species 1 has some regularity, that
is, it forms a “pattern”. We will use large spots (LS), fine patches
(FP), and small spots (SS) to refer to the patterns corresponding
to D1 , D2 , and D3 , respectively.

In this paper, we consider the following problem:
Problem 1: Given a reaction diffusion network S as de-

fined in (1), a finite set of initial conditions X0 ⊂ RK×K×N ,
ranges of the design parameters P = P1 × . . . × PP , Pi ⊂
R, i = 1, . . . , P , a set of steady-state observations Y+ =
{yi}i=1,...,N + that contain a desired pattern, a set of steady-
state observations Y − = {yi}i=1,...,N − that do not contain
the pattern, find parameters p∗ ∈ P such that the trajectories
of system S(p∗) originating from X0 are guaranteed to produce
observations that contain the desired pattern.

To solve Problem 1, we need to perform two steps:
1) Design a mechanism that decides whether an observation

contains a pattern.
2) Develop a search algorithm over the state space of the

design parameters to find p∗.
The first step requires the definition of a pattern descriptor.

With this goal, we develop a new spatial logic over spatial-
superposition trees obtained from the observations, and treat
the decision problem as a model-checking problem. The new
logic and the superposition trees are explained in Section IV.
Then, finding a pattern descriptor reduces to finding a formula
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Fig. 2. Quad-tree representation (b) of a matrix (a).

of the new logic that specifies the desired pattern. We employ
machine-learning techniques to learn such a formula from the
given sets of observations Y + and Y − .

The second step is the synthesis of parameters p∗ such that the
observations produced by the corresponding reaction diffusion
network S(p∗) satisfy the formula learned in the first step. To
this end, we introduce quantitative semantics for the new logic,
which assigns a positive valuation only to the superposition trees
that satisfy the formula. This quantitative valuation is treated as
a measure of satisfaction, and is used as the fitness function
in a particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm. The choice
of PSO is motivated by its inherent distributed nature, and its
ability to operate on irregular search spaces, that is, it does not
require a differentiable fitness function. Finally, we propose a
supervised, iterative procedure to find p∗ that solves Problem 1.
The procedure involves iterative applications of steps one and
two, and an update of the set Y − until a parameter set that
solves Problem 1 is found, such that the corresponding steady-
state observations match the desired patterns defined by the user.

IV. TREE SPATIAL SUPERPOSITION LOGIC

A. Quad-Tree Spatial Representation

We represent the observations of a reaction diffusion net-
work as a matrix Ak,k of 2k × 2k elements ai,j with k ∈ N>0 .
Each element corresponds to a small region in the space and
is defined as a tuple ai,j = 〈a(1)

i,j , · · · , a
(o)
i,j 〉 of values repre-

senting the concentration of the observable species within an
interval a

(c)
i,j ∈ [0, b], with b ∈ R + . Given a matrix Ak,k , we

use Ak,k [is , ie ; js , je ] to denote the submatrix formed by select-
ing the rows with indices from is to ie and the columns with
indices from js to je .

Definition 1: A quad-tree Q = (V,R) is a quaternary tree
[28] representation of Ak,k where each vertex v ∈ V represents
a submatrix of Ak,k and the relation R ⊂ V × V defines the
four children of each node v that is not a leaf. A vertex v is a
leaf when all elements of the submatrix that it represents have
the same values.

Fig. 2 shows an example of a quadtree, where node v0 rep-
resents the entire matrix; child v1 represents the submatrix
{1, · · · , 2k−1} × {1, · · · , 2k−1}; child v7 represents the sub-
matrix {2k−2 + 1, · · · , 2k−1} × {2k−2 + 1, · · · , 2k−1}; etc. In
Fig. 2, we also label each edge in the quad tree with the direc-
tion of the submatrix represented by the child: north west (NW),
north east (NE), south west (SW), south east (SE).

Algorithm: Building Quad Transition System.

Input: Matrix Ak,k of 2k × 2k of elements ai,j = 〈a(1)
i,j ,

· · · , a
(o)
i,j 〉, its quad tree Q = (V,R), the root

v0 ∈ V , and a labeling function LQ : R → D =
{NW,NE,SE, SW}

Output: Quad transition system QT S = (S, sι , τ,Σ, [.], L)
1: Σ := {m1 , · · · ,mo} � Initialize the set of variables

Σ of QT S .
2: τ = ∅ � Initialize the set τ of the transition relation τ

of QT S .
3: S := {sι} � Initialize the set of states S of QT S .
4: TS := {〈sι , {v0}〉}

� Each tuple in TS contains a state in S and a set of
vertices in V.

5: LF := {v ∈ V | � ∃t ∈ V : (v, t) ∈ R} � LF is the set
of leaves of Q

6: PLF := {Pi ⊆ LF, 1 ≤ i ≤ n|Pi �= ∅ ∧ ∀va , vb ∈ Pi,
∀vc ∈ Pj �=i , va ≡ vb ∧ va �≡ vc}

� PLF is a partition of LF with equivalent leaves.
7: for each P̂ ∈ PLF do

� For each partition element, create a state s′ with a
self-loop and
� a transition to the state sι if P̂ contains a child of v0 .

8: add new state s′ to S and a tuple 〈s′, P̂ 〉 to TS
9: τ := τ ∪ {(s′, s′)} ∪ {(s, s′) : 〈s, V S〉 ∈ TS,

∃v ∈ V S,∃v′ ∈ P̂ : (v, v′) ∈ R}
10: end for
11: FS := {v ∈ V |(v0 , v) ∈ R}\LF

� explore the children of v0 that are not leaves.
12: while FS �= ∅ do � FS contains the frontier vertices

to be explored.
13: LFS := {v ∈ FS | ∀v′ ∈ V : (v, v′) ∈ R :

∃〈s, V S〉 ∈ TS ∧ v′ ∈ V S}
14: PLFS := {Pi∈I ⊆ LFS|I �= ∅, Pi �= ∅,∀va , vb ∈ Pi,

∀vc ∈ Pj �=i , va ≡ vb ∧ va �≡ vc}
15: for each P̂ ∈ PLFS do
16: add new state s′ to S and a tuple 〈s′, P̂ 〉 to TS
17: τ := (

⋃
s:〈s,V S 〉∈T S :∃v∈P̂ ,∃v ′∈V S,(v ,v ′)∈R (s′, s)) ∪ τ

18: if ∃v ∈ P̂ ∧ ∃〈s, V S〉 : ∃v′ ∈ V S ∧ (v′, v) ∈ R then
19: τ := τ ∪ {(s, s′)}
20: end if
21: end for
22: for each v̂ ∈ FS\LFS do
23: add new state s′ to S and a tuple 〈s′, {v̂}〉 to TS
24: τ := (

⋃
s:〈s,V S 〉∈T S :∃v ′∈V S,(v̂ ,v ′)∈R (s′, s)) ∪ τ

25: if ∃〈s, V S〉 : ∃v′ ∈ V S ∧ (v′, v̂) ∈ R then
26: τ := τ ∪ {(s, s′)}
27: end if
28: end for
29: FS := {v ∈ V | ∃v̄ ∈ FS, (v̄, v) ∈ R}\LF
30: end while
31: define func [.] as [s̄](mc̄) := μc̄(vs̄), c̄ ∈ {1, · · · , o},

vs̄ ∈ V S : 〈s̄, V S〉 ∈ TS
32: define func L as L(s, t) := (t = s)?D :⋃

ṽ∈ ˜V S ,v̄∈ ¯V T :〈s, ˜V S 〉,〈t, ¯V T 〉∈T S,(ṽ ,v̄ )∈R LQ(ṽ, v̄)
33: return S, sι , τ,Σ, [.], L
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Definition 2: We define the mean function μc : V → [0, b]
for submatrixAk,k [is , ie ; js , je ] represented by the vertex v ∈ V
of the quad tree Q = (V,R) as follows:

μc(v) =
1

(ie − is + 1)(je − js + 1)

∑

i,j∈{is ,··· ,ie }×{js ,··· ,je }
a

(c)
i,j

The function μc is the sample mean and an estimation for the
expected value for an observable variable with index c, 1 ≤ c ≤
o in a particular region of the space represented by the vertex v.

Definition 3: Two vertices va , vb ∈ V are said to be equiv-
alent when the mean function applied to the elements of the
submatrices that they represent produce the same values

va ≡ vb ⇐⇒ μc(va) = μc(vb),∀c, 1 ≤ c ≤ o

We use the mean of the concentration of the observable
species as a spatial abstraction (superposition) of the observa-
tions in a particular region of the system, avoiding enumeration
of the observations of all locations. This approach is inspired
by [20] and [29], where the authors aim to combat the state-
explosion problem that would stem otherwise.

Proposition 1: Given a vertex v ∈ V of a quad tree Q =
(V,R) and its four children vN E , vN W , vSE , vSW , the follow-
ing property holds:

μc(v) =
μc(vN E ) + μc(vN W ) + μc(vSE ) + μc(vSW )

4

Proof: The proof can be easily derived by expanding the
terms of Definition 2. �

Proposition 2: The number of vertices needed for the quad-
tree representation Q = (V,R) of a matrix Ak,k is upper
bounded by

∑k
i=0 22i .

Proof: The proof follows from the fact that the worst case
scenario is when all of the elements have different values. In this
case, the cardinality of the set V is equal to the cardinality of
a full and complete quaternary tree. For example, to represent
the matrix A3,3 , it would require a max number of vertices
|V | ≤ 1 + 4 + 16 + 64 = 85. �

B. Quad Transition System

We now introduce the notion of quad transition system that
extends the classical quad-tree structure, allowing for a more
compact exploration for model checking.

Definition 4: A Quad transition system (QTS) is a tuple
QT S = (S, sι , τ,Σ, [.], L), where

1) S is a finite set of states with sι ∈ S the initial state;
2) τ ⊆ S × S is the transition relation. We require τ to be

nonblocking and bounded branching:
a) ∀s ∈ S,∃t ∈ S : (s, t) ∈ τ ;
b) ∀s ∈ S, if T (s) = {t : (s, t) ∈ τ} is the set of all

successors of s, then the cardinality |T (s)| ≤ 4;
3) Σ is a finite set of variables;
4) [.] is a function [.] : S → (Σ → [0, b]) that assigns to each

state s ∈ S and a variable m ∈ Σ a rational value [s](m)
in [0, b] with b ∈ R + ;

5) L is a labeling function for the transition L : τ → 2D

with D = {NW,NE,SE, SW} and with the property

Fig. 3. (a) A checkerboard pattern as a matrix of pixels, (b) the quad-tree
representation, and (c) the derived quad transition system, where B and W
denote black and white, respectively.

that ∀(s, t), (s, t′) ∈ τ , with t �= t′ it holds that L(s, t) ∩
L(s, t′) = ∅, ⋃∀t∈S :(s,t)∈τ L(s, t) = D.

The BUILDINGQUADTRANSITIONSYSTEM algorithm shows
how to generate a QTS starting from a quad-tree represen-
tation Q = (V,R) of a matrix Ak,k and a labeling function
LQ : R → D. After an initialization phase (line 1–4), the algo-
rithm starts to partition the set of equivalent leaves (line 5–6).
Then, for each element in the partition, it creates a QTS state
with a self-loop transition (line 7–10) and a transition from the
initial state if the element represents a root’s child node in the
quad tree. Then, it explores all nonleaf quad-tree nodes in a
breadth-first fashion and adds new states and transitions to QTS
accordingly (line 12–30). Equivalent quad-tree nodes are repre-
sented only by a single state in the QTS. The resulting QTS is
more compact than the initial quad tree.

Proposition 3: The transition relation of the QTS QT S =
(S, sι , τ,Σ, [.], L) generated by the BUILDINGQUADTRANSI-
TIONSYSTEM algorithm always has a least fixed point, that is
∃s ∈ S : T (s) = {s}.

Proof: This property holds because the algorithm BUILD-
INGQUADTRANSITIONSYSTEM generates one (if the quad tree
has only one vertex) or more (if the quad tree has multiple
leaves) states with only a self-loop transition. �

Definition 5 (Labeled Paths): Given a set B of labels repre-
senting the spatial directions, a labeled path (lpath) of a QTS
Q is an infinite sequence πB = s0s1s2 · · · of states such that
(si, si+1) ∈ τ ∧ L(si, si+1) ∩ B �= ∅, ∀i ∈ N. Given a state s,
we denote LPathsB (s) the set of all labeled paths starting in s,
and with πB

i the ith element of a path πB ∈ LPathsB (s). For
example, in Fig. 3, LPaths{N W,SE }(sι) = {sιs1s2s2 · · · }.

C. TSSL Syntax and Semantics

Definition 6 (TSSL Syntax): The syntax of TSSL is defined
as follows:

ϕ :: = � | ⊥ | m ∼ d | ¬ϕ | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | ∃B © ϕ |∀B

© ϕ |∃B ϕ1 Uk ϕ2 |∀B ϕ1 Uk ϕ2

with ∼∈ { ≤ , ≥}, d ∈ [0, b], b ∈ R + , k ∈ N>0 , B ⊆ D :
B �= ∅, and m ∈ Σ, with Σ the set of variables.

From this basic syntax, one can derive other two temporal
operators: the exist eventually operator ∃B Fk , the forall eventu-
ally operator ∀B Fk , the exist globally operator ∃B Gk , and the
forall globally operator ∀B Gk defined such that

∃B Fkϕ := ∃B� Uk ϕ ∃B Gk ϕ := ¬∀B Fk¬ϕ.

∀B Fkϕ := ∀B� Uk ϕ ∀B Gk ϕ := ¬∃B Fk¬ϕ.
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TSSL resembles the classic CTL logic [30], with the main dif-
ference being that the next and until are not temporal, but spatial
operators meaning a change of resolution (or zoom in). The set
B selects the spatial directions in which the operator is allowed
to work and the parameter k limits the until (like-bounded until
in-bounded model checking [31]) to operate on a finite sequence
of states. In the following text, we provide the TSSL qualitative
semantics that, given a spatial model and a formula representing
the pattern to detect, provides a yes/no answer.

Definition 7 (TSSL Qualitative Semantics): Let Q = (S, sι ,
τ,Σ, [.], L) be a QTS, thenQ satisfies a TSSL formula ϕ, written
Q |= ϕ, if and only if Q, sι |= ϕ, where un. eqn. shown at the
bottom of the page.

Example 2: Checkerboard Pattern: The checkerboard pat-
tern from Fig. 3(a) can be characterized with the following
TSSL formula (B∗ = {SW,NE,NW,SE}):

∀B ∗ © ((∀{SW,N E } © (m ≥ 1)) ∧ (∀{N W,SE } © (m ≤ 0))).

The “eventually” operator can be used to define all possible
checkerboards of different sizes less or equal than 42 as follows:

∀B ∗F1((∀{SW,N E } © (m ≥ 1)) ∧ (∀{N W,SE } © (m ≤ 0)))

The qualitative semantics is useful to check if a given spatial
model violates or satisfies a pattern expressed in TSSL. How-
ever, it does not provide any information about how much the
property is violated or satisfied. This information may be useful
to guide a simulation-based parameter exploration for pattern
generation. For this reason, we equip our logic also with a quan-
titative valuation that provides a measure of satisfiability in the
same spirit of [17]. Since the valuation of a TSSL formula with
spatial operators requires traversing and comparing regions of
space at different resolution, we apply a discount factor of 1

4 on
the result each time a transition is taken in QTS. We choose this
value to reflect that each node represents a partition of the space
that is 1

4 smaller than its predecessor. In the following text, we
provide the definition of the TSSL quantitative semantics nec-
essary to measure the satisfaction of a TSSL specification over
a given QTS. We show that the sign of this measure indicates ei-
ther the fulfilment (positive sign) or the violation (negative sign)
of a given specification. We then provide a notion of distance
between QTSs, showing the relation between this distance and
the TSSL qualitative and quantitative semantics.

Definition 8 (TSSL Quantitative Semantics): Let Q = (S,
sι , τ,Σ, [.], L) be a QTS. The quantitative valuation [[ϕ]] : S →

[−b, b] of a TSSL formula ϕ is defined as follows:

[[�]](s) = b

[[⊥]](s) = −b

[[m ∼ d]](s) = (∼ is ≥) ? ([s](m) − d) : (d − [s](m))
[[¬ϕ]](s) = −[[ϕ]](s)

[[ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ]](s) = min([[ϕ1 ]](s), [[ϕ2 ]](s))

[[∃B © ϕ]](s) =
1
4

max
πB ∈LP athsB (s)

[[ ϕ]](πB
1 )

[[∀B © ϕ]](s) =
1
4

min
πB ∈LP athsB (s)

[[ ϕ]](πB
1 )

[[∃B ϕ1 Uk ϕ2 ]](s) = supπB ∈LP athsB (s){min(
1
4i

[[ϕ2 ]](πB
i ),

inf
{

1
4j

[[ϕ1 ]](πB
j ) | j < i}) | 0 < i ≤ k}

}

[[∀B ϕ1 Uk ϕ2 ]](s) = infπB ∈LP athsB (s){min(
1
4i

[[ϕ2 ]](πB
i ),

inf
{

1
4j

[[ϕ1 ]](πB
j ) | j < i}) | 0 < i ≤ k}

}

Theorem 1 (Soundness): Let Q = (S, sι , τ,Σ, [.], L) be a
QTS, s ∈ S a state of Q, and ϕ a TSSL formula. Then, the
following properties hold for the two semantics:

[[ϕ]](s) > 0 =⇒ Q, s |= ϕ [[ϕ]](s) < 0 =⇒ Q, s �|= ϕ

Proof: The proof can be derived by structural induction on
the operational semantics. �

Remark 1: Theorem 1 provides the basis of the techniques
for the parameter synthesis discussed in the following sections.
[[ϕ]](s) enables the process of quantitative valuation of a TSSL
formula ϕ over a QTS by performing the recursive computation
presented in Definition. 8. The computational cost is linear in
the QTS size and polynomial in the length of the formula. It
is worth noting that in the case [[ϕ]](s) = 0, it is not possible
to infer whether Q violates or satisfies a TSSL formula ϕ and
only in this particular case we need to resort to the qualitative
semantics for determining it.

We now introduce a notion of distance between two given
QTSs. This measure quantifies, by recursively exploring the
corresponding pair of nodes of two QTSs, the max absolute
difference between the evaluation of the variables in the pair
of nodes discounted by a factor 1/4k . The term k is the recur-
sion level of the explored pair of nodes. A higher level leads to
smaller partitions of the space that the pair of nodes represent.
Consequently, their max absolute difference is less important.

Q, s |= �
Q, s |= m ∼ d
Q, s |= ¬ϕ
Q, s |= ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2
Q, s |= ∃B © ϕ
Q, s |= ∀B © ϕ
Q, s |= ∃B ϕ1 Uk ϕ2

Q, s |= ∀B ϕ1 Uk ϕ2

and
⇔
⇔
⇔
⇔
⇔
⇔

⇔

Q, s �|= ⊥
[s](m) ∼ d
Q, s �|= ϕ
Q, s |= ϕ1 ∧Q, s |= ϕ2
∃s′ : ((s, s′) ∈ τ ∧ L(s, s′) ∩ B �= ∅),Q, s′ |= ϕ
∀s′ : ((s, s′) ∈ τ ∧ L(s, s′) ∩ B �= ∅),Q, s′ |= ϕ
∃πB ∈ LPathsB (s) : ∃i, 0 < i ≤ k :

(Q, πB
i |= ϕ2) ∧ (∀j < i, (Q, πj |= ϕ1))

∀πB ∈ LPathsB (s) : ∃i, 0 < i ≤ k :
(Q, πB

i |= ϕ2) ∧ (∀j < i, (Q, πj |= ϕ1))
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Since the nodes correspond to partitions of the space, the max
distance computes the overall worst discrepancy between cor-
responding partitions of the space.

Definition 9 (QTS Max Distance): The max distance of
two QTSs Q(1) = (S(1) , s

(1)
l , τ (1) ,Σ, [.](1) , L(1)) and Q(2) =

(S(2) , s
(2)
l , τ (2) ,Σ, [.](2) , L(2)) is defined as

d∞(Q(1) , Q(2)) = n∞(s(1)
l , s

(2)
l , 0)

where n∞ : S × S × N → [0, b] is the max distance between
states of different QTSs such that

n∞(s(1) , s(2) , k) =
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1
4k

max
[m∈Σ]

|[s(1) ](1)(m) − [s(2) ](2)(m)|
if (s(1) , s(1)) ∈ τ (1) ∧ (s(2) , s(2)) ∈ τ (2)

max
[(s̃( 1 ) ,s̃( 2 ) )∈S ∗]

n∞(s̃(1) , s̃(2) , k + 1)otherwise

S∗ = {(s̃(1) , s̃(2))|s̃(1) ∈ S(1) , s̃(2) ∈ S(2)∧
L(1)(s(1) , s̃(1)) ∩ L(2)(s(2) , s̃(2)) �= ∅}

It is worth noting that if two pictures are the same, but they
have a different number of pixels, then their QTS representations
will be equivalent and their max difference will be zero.

We now introduce a second theorem, showing the correctness
of the qualitative semantics w.r.t. the quantitative semantics.
According to this theorem, if the max distance between two
QTSs is less than the quantitative valuation of a TSSL formula
ϕ over the first QTS satisfying ϕ, then we also know that the
other QTS satisfies ϕ.

Theorem 2 (Correctness): Given a TSSL formula ϕ and
two QTSs Q(1) = (S(1) , s

(1)
l , τ (1) ,Σ, [.](1) , L(1)) and Q(2) =

(S(2) , s
(2)
l , τ (2) ,Σ, [.](2) , L(2)) and two states s(1) ∈ S(1) and

s(2) ∈ S(2) . If Q(1) , s(1) satisfies the formula ϕ and the max
distance n∞(s(1) , s(2) , 0) is less than the quantitative evaluation
[[ϕ]](s(1)) of ϕ over Q(1) then also Q(2) , s(2) satisfies the same
formula ϕ. Formally

Q(1), s(1) |= ϕ ∧ n∞(s(1), s(2), 0) < [[ϕ]](s(1)) ⇒ Q(2), s(2) |= ϕ

Proof: (Sketch) We can distinguish the following cases:
case ϕ := �: in this case, the theorem is true following the

definition of the qualitative semantics (see Definition 7) for
which Q(1) , s(2) and Q(2) , s(2) satisfy �.

case ϕ := m ≥ d:
In this case, we have:
a) n∞(s(1) , s(2) , 0) < [[ϕ = m ≥ d]](s(1)) (see hypothesis);
b) [[m ≥ d]](s(1)) = [s(1) ](1)(m) − d (Def. 8);
c) [s(1) ](1)(m) − n∞(s(1) , s(2) , 0) − d > 0 [from a) and b)];
d) |[s(1) ](1)(m) − [s(2) ](2)(m)| ≤ n∞(s(1) , s(2) , 0) (Def. 9);

if we substitute n∞(s(1) , s(2) , 0) with |[s(1) ](1)(m) −
[s(2) ](2)(m)| in c), given d), we can safely obtain

e) [s(1) ](1)(m) − |[s(1) ](1)(m) − [s(2) ](2)(m)| − d > 0.
Using the property of the absolute difference, we have:

f) [s(2) ](2)(m) ≥ [s(1) ](1)(m) − |[s(1) ](1)(m) −
[s(2) ](2)(m)|.

If we substitute [s(2) ](2)(m) with [s(1) ](1)(m) − |[s(1) ](1)

(m) − [s(2) ](2)(m)| in e), given f), we have [s(2) ](2)

(m) − d > 0.
Finally, using the Theorem 1, we obtain the following:
[s(2) ](2)(m) − d > 0 ⇒ [[m ≥ d]](s(2)) > 0 ⇒ Q(2) , s |= ϕ
case ϕ := m ≤ d:
In this case, we have
g) n∞(s(1) , s(2) , 0) < [[ϕ = m ≤ d]](s(1)) (see hypothesis);
h) [[m ≤ d]](s(1)) = d − [s(1) ](1)(m) (Def. 8);
i) d − [s(1) ](1)(m) − n∞(s(1) , s(2) , 0) > 0 [from g) and h)];
j) |[s(1) ](1)(m) − [s(2) ](2)(m)| ≤ n∞(s(1) , s(2) , 0) (Def. 9).

If we substitute n∞(s(1) , s(2) , 0) with |[s(1) ](1)(m) −
[s(2) ](2)(m)| in i), given j), we can safely obtain

k) d − [s(1) ](1)(m) − |[s(1) ](1)(m) − [s(2) ](2)(m)| > 0.
Using the property of the absolute difference, we have

l) −[s(2) ](2)(m) ≥ −[s(1) ](1)(m) − |[s(1) ](1)(m) −
[s(2) ](2)(m)|.

If we substitute−[s(2) ](2)(m) with−[s(1) ](1)(m) − |[s(1) ](1)

(m) − [s(2) ](2)(m)| in k), given l), we have d − [s(2) ](2)

(m) > 0.
Finally, using Theorem 1 we obtain the following:
d − [s(2) ](2)(m) > 0 ⇒ [[m ≤ d]](s(2)) > 0 ⇒ Q(2) , s |= ϕ
all of the other cases:
If Q(1) , s(1) |= ϕ, then we have

[[ϕ]](s(1)) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

(1) :
1
4j

b:j ∈ N

(2):
1
4j

([s(1) ](1)(m(1)) − d) : j ∈ N

Situation (1) may occur when one of the subformulae of ϕ is
� and the proof is equivalent to the case of ϕ := �. Situation 2)
can be proved in a similar way as the case ϕ := m ∼ d. �

Proposition 4: Given a TSSL formula ϕ and two QTSs
Q(1) = (S(1) , s

(1)
l , τ (1) ,Σ, [.](1) , L(1)) and Q(2) = (S(2) , s

(2)
l ,

τ (2) ,Σ, [.](2) , L(2)) then

Q(1) |= ϕ ∧ d∞(Q(1) , Q(2)) < [[ϕ]](s(1)
l ) ⇒ Q(2) |= ϕ.

Proof: This is a special case of Theorem 2 where s(1) and s(2)

are the initial states s
(1)
l , s

(2)
l of Q(1) and Q(2) , respectively. �

Remark 2: The correctness theorem implies that the higher
the quantitative valuation of a TSSL formula is with respect to a
QTS, the harder it is to violate the formula by perturbing the QTS
since the maximum distance between the perturbation and the
original QTS must be at least equal to the quantitative valuation.
In other words, a higher positive quantitative valuation means a
more robust satisfaction of a formula under QTS perturbations.
This is why the quantitative valuation of a TSSL formula is also
called its robustness degree.

V. TSSL PATTERN CLASSIFIERS

A QTS can be seen in the context of multiresolution repre-
sentation, since the nodes that appear at deeper levels provide
information for higher resolutions. Therefore, a TSSL formula
can effectively capture properties of an image. However, it is
difficult to write a formula that describes a desired property,
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Fig. 4. Sample sets of images from the sets (a) Y(1)
+ and (b) Y(1)

− for the LS
pattern.

such as a pattern. Here, we propose using machine-learning
techniques to find such a formula from given sets of positive
(Y + ) and negative (Y − ) examples.

We first define a labeled data set from the given data sets Y +
and Y − as

L = {(Qy ,+) | y ∈ Y + } ∪ {(Qy ,−) | y ∈ Y − },
where Qy is the QTS generated from y. Then, we separate
the data set L into disjoint training and testing sets LL ,LT . In
machine learning, the training set is used to learn a classifier
for a target class (for example, +), and the testing set is used
to measure the accuracy of the classifier. We employ RIPPER
[32] as a rule-based learner, to learn a classifier from LL , and
then translate the classifier into a TSSL formula characterizing
+. The classifier is composed of a set of rules. Each rule is
described as

ri : Ci ⇒∼i ,

where Ci is a Boolean formula over linear predicates over the
variables of the states of a QTS, for example, [s](m) > d, and
∼i takes values from the label set {+,−}. A linear predicate for
a state s ∈ S can be written as a TSSL formula via the QTS path
from the root sι to s as a state s is uniquely represented using the
existential (∃) and next (©) operators along the path from sι to
s. Therefore, each Ci can be translated into an equivalent TSSL
formula Φi . The classification rules are interpreted as nested
if-else statements. Hence, an equivalent TSSL formula for the
desired property is defined as follows:

Φ + :=
∨

j∈R+

(
Φj ∧

∧

i=1,...,j−1

¬Φi

)
, (4)

where R+ is the set of indices of rules ri with ∼i= +, and Φi

is the TSSL formula obtained from Ci .
Example 3: LS Pattern: For the LS pattern from Example 1,

we generate a data set Y(1)
+ containing 8000 positive examples

by simulating the reaction diffusion system (3) from random
initial conditions with parameters R and D1 . Similarly, to gen-
erate the data set Y(1)

− containing 8000 negative examples, we
simulate system (3) from random initial conditions. However,
in this case, we use R and randomly choose the diffusion co-
efficients from R2

[0,30] . As stated before, we only consider the
observation of a system in steady state; for this reason, simu-
lated trajectories that do not reach steady state in 60 time units
are discarded. A sample set of images from the sets Y(1)

+ and

Y(1)
− is shown in Fig. 4. We generate a labeled set L(1) of QTS

from these sets, and separate L(1) into L(1)
L ,L(1)

T . We use the

RIPPER algorithm implemented in Weka [33] to learn a clas-
sifier from L(1)

L . The learning step took 228.5 sec on an iMac
with a Intel Core i5 processor at 2.8 GHz with 8 GB of memory.
The classifier consists of 24 rules. The first rule is

r1 : (R ≥ 0.59)∧(R ≤ 0.70)∧(R.NW.NW.NW.SE ≤ 0.75)

∧ (R.NW.NW.NW.NW ≥ 0.45) ⇒ +,

R denotes the root of a QTS, and the labels of the children are
shown in Fig. 2, and + indicates the presence of the pattern.

Rule r1 translates to the following TSSL formula:

Φ1 : (m ≥ 0.59) ∧ (m ≤ 0.70) ∧ (∃N W ©∃N W ©∃N W

©∃SE © m ≤ 0.75)∧
(∃N W ©∃N W ©∃N W ©∃N W © m ≥ 0.45). (5)

We define the TSSL formula Φ(1)
+ characterizing the pattern

as in (4), and model check QTSs from L(1)
T (|L(1)

T | = 8000)
against Φ(1)

+ , which yields high prediction accuracy (96.11%)
with 311 misclassified QTSs.

FP and SS Patterns: We follow the above steps to gener-
ate data sets: Y(i)

+ ,Y(i)
− , generate labeled data sets L(i)

L ,L(i)
T ,

and finally learn formulas Φ(i)
+ for the FP and SS patterns cor-

responding to diffusion coefficient vectors Di , i = 2, 3 from
Example 1. The model checking of the QTSs from the corre-
sponding test sets yields high prediction accuracies 98.01%, and
93.13% for Φ(2)

+ , and Φ(3)
+ , respectively.

VI. PARAMETER SYNTHESIS FOR PATTERN GENERATION

In this section, we present the solution to Problem 1that is, a
framework to synthesize parameters p ∈ P of a reaction diffu-
sion network S (1) such that the observations of system S(p) sat-
isfy a given TSSL formula Φ. First, we show that the parameters
of a reaction diffusion system that produce trajectories satisfy-
ing the TSSL formula can be found by optimizing quantitative
model-checking results. Second, we include the optimization in
a supervised iterative procedure for parameter synthesis.

We slightly abuse the terminology and say that a trajectory
x(t), t ≥ 0 of system S(p) satisfies Φ if the QTS Q = (S, sι ,
τ,Σ, [.], L) of the corresponding observation H(x(t̄)) satisfies
Φ, that is, Q |= Φ, or [[Φ]](sι) > 0.

We define an induced quantitative valuation of a system S(p)

and a set of initial conditions X0 from a TSSL formula Φ as

[[Φ]](S(p)) = min
x0 ∈X0

{[[Φ]](sι) | Q = (S, sι , τ,Σ, [.], L)

is QTS of H(x(t̄)),x(0) = x0} (6)

The definition of the induced valuation of a system S(p) im-
plies that all trajectories of S(p) originating from X0 satisfy Φ
if [[Φ]](S(p)) > 0. Therefore, it is sufficient to find p that max-
imizes (6). It is assumed that the ranges P = P1 × . . . × PP

of the design parameters are known. Therefore, the parameters
maximizing (6) can be found with a greedy search on a quanti-
zation of P . However, the computation of [[Φ]](S(p)) for a given
p ∈ P is expensive, since it requires performing the following
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Fig. 5. Sample set of observations obtained by simulating (a) S([0 .083 ,11 .58])

and (b) S([1 .75 ,7 .75]) .

Fig. 6. Sample set of observations obtained by simulating (a) S([2 .25 ,29 .42]) ,
(b) S([3 .75 ,28 .75]) , and (c) S([6 .25 ,29 .42]) .

steps for each x0 ∈ X0 : simulating the system S(p) from x0 ,
generating QTS Q of the corresponding observation, and quan-
titative model checking of Q against Φ. Here, we use the PSO
algorithm [34] overP with (6) as the fitness function. The choice
of PSO is motivated by its inherent distributed nature, and its
ability to operate on irregular search spaces. In particular, PSO
does not require a differentiable fitness function.

Example 4: LS Pattern: We consider the reaction diffusion
network from Example 1 and the TSSL formula Φ(1)

+ cor-
responding to the LS pattern from Example 3. We assume
that the parameters of the local dynamics are known R =
[1,−12,−1, 16] and the diffusion coefficients D1 and D2 are
set as the design parameters with P = R2

[0,30] . We implement
PSO to find p ∈ P maximizing the induced valuation (6). The
PSO computation was distributed on 16 processors at 2.1 GHz
on a cluster, and the running time was around 18 minutes. The
optimized parameters are D1 = 2.25 and D2 = 29.42, and the
valuation of the system is 0.0023. A set of observations ob-
tained by simulating S([2.25,29.42]) is shown in Fig. 6(a). Note
that while all of the observations have some spatial periodicity
indicating the presence of a pattern, they are still different from
the desired LS pattern.

FP and SS Patterns: We also apply the PSO algorithm on
the same setting explained before to maximize the induced
valuation (6) for the TSSL formulas Φ(2)

+ (FP pattern) and

Φ(3)
+ (SS pattern) from Example 3. The optimized parameters

are [0.083, 11.58] and [1.75, 7.75] for Φ(2)
+ and Φ(3)

+ , respec-
tively. The sets of observations obtained by simulating systems
S([0.083,11.58]) and S([1.75,7.75]) are shown in Fig. 5. In contrast
with the LS pattern, the observations are similar to the ones from
the corresponding data sets, that is, Y(2)

+ and Y(3)
+ .

Remark 3: In this paper, we consider the observations gen-
erated from a given set of initial conditions X0 . However, the
initial condition can be set as a design parameter and optimized
in PSO over a given domain RK×K×N

[a,b] .
As seen in Example 4, it is possible that simulations of

the system corresponding to optimized parameters do not
necessarily lead to desired patterns. This should not be

unexpected, as the formula reflects the original training set
of positive and negative examples, and was not “aware” that
these new simulations do not produce good patterns. A natu-
ral extension of our method should enable adding the newly
obtained simulations to the negative training set, and to reiter-
ate the whole procedure. This approach is summarized in the
INTERACTIVEDESIGN algorithm.

Algorithm: InteractiveDesign.
Input: Parametric reaction diffusion system S, ranges of

parameters P , a set of initial states X0 , sets of
observations Y + and Y −

Output: Optimized parameters p, the corresponding
valuation γ
(no solution if γ < 0)

1: while True do
2: Φ = Learning(Y + ,Y − )
3: {p, γ} = Optimization(S,X0 ,Φ)

� γ is the induced valuation of S(p)

4: if γ < 0 then return p, γ
5: end if
6: UserQuery: Show observations of trajectories of

S(p) originating from X0 .
7: if User approves then return p, γ
8: else
9: Y − = Y − ∪ {H(x(t̄)) | x(t), t ≥ 0, is

generated by S(p) , x(0) ∈ X0}.
10: end if
11: end while

We start with the user-defined sets of observations Y + and
Y − , and learn a TSSL formula Φ from the QTS representations
of the observations (Section V). Then, in the optimization step,
we find a set of parameters p that maximizes γ = [[Φ]](S(p)). If
γ < 0, then we terminate the algorithm as parameters producing
observations similar to the ones from the set Y + with respect
to the TSSL formula Φ could not be found. If γ ≥ 0, then the
observations of system S(p) satisfy Φ. Finally, the user inspects
the observations generated from the reaction diffusion system
with the optimized set of parameters S(p) . If the observations
are similar to the ones from the set Y + , then we find a solution.
If, however, the user decides that the observations do not contain
the pattern, then we add observations obtained from system S(p)

to Y − , and repeat the process, that is, learn a new formula, run
the optimization until the user terminates the process or the
optimization step fails (γ < 0).

Example 5: LS Pattern: We apply theINTERACTIVEDESIGN

algorithm to the system from Example 4. A sample set of ob-
servations obtained in the first iteration is shown in Fig. 6(a).
We decide that these observations are not similar to the ones
from the set Y(1)

+ shown in Fig. 4(a), and add these 250 ob-

servations generated with the optimized parameters to Y(1)
−

(line 9). In the second iteration, the optimized parameters are
D1 = 3.75 and D2 = 28.75, and the observations obtained by
simulating S([3.75,28.75]) are shown in Fig. 6(b). We continue
by adding these to Y(1)

− . The parameters computed in the third
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iteration are D1 = 6.25 and D2 = 29.42. The observations ob-
tained by simulating S([6.25,29.42]) are shown in Fig. 6(c). Al-
though the optimized parameters are different from D1 , which
was used to generate Y(1)

+ , the observations of S([6.25,29.42])

are similar to the ones from the set Y(1)
+ and we terminate the

algorithm.
Remark 4: As mentioned earlier, the model-checking pro-

cedure (computation of quantitative valuation) is very efficient
(linear in the size of the system and polynomial in the length of
the formula). For instance, computing the quantitative valuation
for the TSSL formula corresponding to the LS pattern against
a 32 by 32 image takes about 0:5 s on an iMac with an Intel
Core i5 processor at 2.8 GHz with 8 GB of memory. However, a
large number of unknown parameters would be problematic for
the developed parameter synthesis framework since such a sys-
tem requires a very large swarm population and a great number
of iterations for PSO independent of the fitness function (e.g.,
quantitative model checking).

VII. COMPARISON: TSSL AND LINEAR CLASSIFIERS

In this section, we provide a comparison between TSSL and
well-known learning algorithms based on linear classifiers.

A. Linear Classifiers

Assume we have m data points (xi, yi) : i = 1, 2, . . . ,m,
where xi ∈ Rd is a vector containing d features that correspond
to the ith example in the training set and yi ∈ {−1,+1} is the
class label associated with xi . A linear classifier is a function of
the form h(x) = sgn(wT x + b), where w ∈ Rd is the normal
vector corresponding to the hyperplane {x ∈ Rd : wT x + b =
0} and b ∈ R is the hyperplane’s bias, and sgn is the signum
indicator function. The Euclidean distance between a point in
the feature space and the hyperplane is called the geometric
margin, γ(x) = wT x+b

||w || . Notice that the geometric margin of a
point can be viewed as a distance to pattern satisfaction, since
the class prediction of a testing point with a higher geometric
margin is stronger.

The goal of the learning problem is to find w and b such that
h(x) correctly classifies the training data points. Several algo-
rithms have been proposed in the machine-learning literature
to learn a classifying hyperplane for a given data set. In this
paper, we use three such algorithms and compare the results
with TSSL:

1) Support vector machines (SVMs) [3]: A hyperplane is
chosen such that the minimum margin among all data
points in the training set is maximized. It is shown in
[3] that an SVM can be learned when the data are not
linearly separable by solving a quadratic programming
problem (Soft Margin Method). Furthermore, SVM can
be kernelized, that is, kernel functions can be used to map
the original data points to a higher dimensional space
where the data are linearly separable, which results in a
nonlinear classifier in the original feature space.

2) Fisher linear discriminant (FLD) [3]: A hyperplane is ob-
tained by maximizing the between-class variance while
minimizing the within-class variances.

TABLE I
CLASSIFICATION RATES OF TSSL (LEARNED BY RIPPER) COMPARED TO

LINEAR CLASSIFIERS (THE CLASSIFICATION RATES ARE COMPUTED FOR A

TESTING SET CONSISTING OF 8000 EXAMPLES)

Correct classification rates

Classifier LS FP SS

TSSL(RIPPER) 96.7% 96.1% 95.6%
SVM hyperplane 94.5% 91.7% 95.3%
FLD 96.5% 93.9% 92.8%
Kozinec’s hyperplane 95.2% 89.1% 92.4%

3) Kozinec’s algorithm [22]: A separating hyperplane is
learned in an iterative procedure that applies corrections
to classify each point in the training set.

B. Classification Rate

In this section, we compare the effectiveness of TSSL classi-
fiers and the linear classifiers described before. We created three
distinct training sets for the LS, SS, and FP Turing patterns us-
ing the procedure discussed in Section V. Each set consists
of 4000 positive and 4000 negative examples. Eight-thousand
other images were generated to test the results.

We considered two types of features for the linear classifiers.
First, we simply considered the normalized concentrations of
species 1 in each cell of the grid (i.e., the feature vector is
1024-D for our 32 × 32 grid). Second, we used histograms of
oriented gradients, which were created according to the method-
ology presented in [11]. For each type of linear classifier and for
each type of feature, we learned the classifier, tested it against
the testing set, and kept the one with the best class-action rate
to compare it with TSSL. Table I shows the results of this com-
parison.

Remark 5: Learning an SVM requires determining partic-
ular design parameters (e.g., proper kernel functions and their
parameters, the so-called parameter C in the soft margin method,
proper features). These parameters need to be fine-tuned using
techniques, such as cross-validation, in order to learn an effec-
tive classifier. This is a difficult and time-consuming process
for a large number of data points and features. On the other
hand, TSSL works effectively without the need for tuning any
parameters as shown in Table I.

C. Distance to Pattern

A very important feature of TSSL is its quantitative semantics,
which can be used as a measure of “distance to satisfaction”.
One can use this measure to compare two patterns and determine
which one is a “better”. Furthermore, this metric is used as
fitness function in particle swarm optimization (Section VI) to
synthesize system parameters. It is interesting to note that for
linear classifiers as described before, one can also view the
(e.g., Euclidean) distance between a data point and the classifier
hyperplane (geometrical margin) as distance to satisfaction. In
this section, we hypothesize that the distance given by TSSL
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Fig. 7. Examples of images used as a training set to compare TSSL with
SVM. (a) Positive examples (SS). (b) Negative examples.

Fig. 8. (a) Formation of LS in steady state. (b) TSSL quantitative valuation

with respect to Φ(1)
+ [see (5)] at various time steps. (c) SVM geometric margin.

Fig. 9. (a) Formation of FP in steady state. (b) TSSL quantitative valuation

with respect to Φ(2)
+ at various time steps. (c) SVM geometric margin.

Fig. 10. (a) Formation of SS in the steady state. (b) TSSL quantitative valua-
tion with respect to Φ3

+ at various time steps. (c) SVM geometric margin.

is more meaningful and more useful for optimization-based
pattern synthesis than that given by linear classifiers.

Figs. 8, 9, and 10 show a comparison between the TSSL and
SVM metrics. Each figure shows the evolution of the metric
over time for each of the three considered patterns: LS, FP, and

SS. In all three cases, the TSSL quantitative valuation is better
behaved. Indeed, the TSSL curves have fewer local optima (e.g.,
Figs. 9 and 10), and reach global maxima at steady state (e.g.,
Figs. 8 and 9).

VIII. HIGHER-ORDER STATISTICS IN TSSL

In previous sections, TSSL formulae have been learned using
the first moments as features in nodes of the quad trees. In
other words, we have assumed that Σ = {m} in the definition
of quad transition systems where m denotes mean values. In this
section, we study the effect of adding higher moments to the set
of variables Σ. In particular, we added variance of concentrations
of specie 1 to the set of variables in the QTS and investigated
how it improves the results.

Assume that the set of variables in the QTS is Σ = {m, v}
where m represents mean values and v represents variance,
respectively. We repeated the procedure presented in Sections V
and VI and observed that:

1) Improvement in pattern recognition: Adding variance
significantly reduces the length and number of RIPPER
classification rules and, thus, the TSSL formula that rep-
resents a given pattern will be much shorter. Although
the enhancement in prediction accuracy is limited and of-
ten negligible, this has a notable effect on the computation
time, since shorter classification rules are easier and faster
to learn.

2) Improvement in pattern synthesis: The complexity of
TSSL quantitative valuation for a given formula is pro-
portional to the length of the formula. Therefore, a shorter
TSSL formula results in a faster computation of (6). Con-
sequently, the optimization step in Algorithm INTERAC-
TIVEDESIGN is performed faster since we need to compute
the quantitative valuation at every iteration of a PSO.

Example 6: LS Pattern: We considered the experiment de-
scribed in Example 3 and repeated the same procedure (same
training and testing sets and simulation variables) using first-
and second-order statistics for the LS pattern. The learning step
took 23.3 s on the same computer described in Example 3. The
classifier consists of eight rules. Note that the experiment of
Example 3 consisted of 24 rules which were learned in 228 s.
The classifier that is built using mean and variance of observed
concentrations yields a high prediction accuracy (98.27%).

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We defined a tree-spatial superposition logic (TSSL) whose
semantics is naturally interpreted over quad trees of partitioned
images. We showed that formulas in this logic can be efficiently
learned from positive and negative examples. We defined a quan-
titative semantics for TSSL and, combined with an optimization
algorithm, to develop a supervised, iterative procedure for the
synthesis of pattern-producing parameters in a network of lo-
cally interacting dynamical systems.

While the experiments show that the current version of the
logic works quite well and can accommodate translational and
rotational symmetries commonly found in biology patterns,
there are several directions of future work. First, we do not
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exploit the full semantics of the logic in this paper. In future
work, we plan to investigate reasoning about multiple branches
and using the “until” operator. Second, we plan to apply this
method to more realistic networks, such as populations of lo-
cally interacting engineered cells. We expect that experimental
techniques from synthetic biology can be used to “tune” existing
synthetic gene circuits to produce global desired patterns.
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